Continuous recording of middle cerebral artery blood velocity in clinical neurosurgery.
Intracranial pressure, arterial blood pressure, and middle cerebral artery blood velocity were monitored for periods from 1 to 10 days in 30 neurosurgical intensive care patients. The recordings revealed rapid changes in the cerebral perfusion and gave insight into individual cerebral haemodynamic states. Twenty patients consistently showed CO2 reactivity within normal limits, between 2.5 and 5% per mm Hg (19-38% per kPa). Severely impaired CO2 reactivity, considerably below 1% per mm Hg (7.5% per kPa) was observed in four patients. Three of these patients died, while the fourth patient survived in a persistent vegetative state. Seven patients demonstrated pressure-passive blood velocity changes throughout the observed CPP range. The four patients with severely impaired CO2 reactivity all belonged to this group. The recordings from three of the remaining 23 patients showed signs of MCA blood velocity autoregulation with a lower regulatory limit of about 40-45 mm Hg. This observation is in keeping with findings from electromagnetic flowmetry on brain arteries in the neurosurgical operating field, and supports blood velocity measurements as a relevant index of brain perfusion in clinical neurosurgery and neuro-intensive care settings.